
Infield Basics 
Fielding balls hit on the ground requires a set of critical catching skills that should be learned and practiced early by all 

players.  

Ground Ball Skill Progression 
The following is the minimum skill progression for fielding a ground ball.  

1. Creep into Ready position 

a. Teach infielders how to creep (take small steps towards the plate, one foot at a time) into a ready 

position 

b. Athletic stance before the hitter swings – feet wider than shoulder width apart, knees bent, weight 

slightly forward, glove out with pocket facing the batter and eyes on the batter 

2. Charge the ball 

a. Step or “charge the baseball” 

3. Field Position 

a. Wide player’s stance, bending knees and hips and lowering their upper body and glove to the ball 

b. Tell player to “set the trap” (glove) for the mouse (ball) 

c. Fingertips of the glove should rest on the ground with glove open to receive the ball 

d. Throwing hand should come over the top of the glove when fielding - “alligator” 

4. Power Position 

a. Quickly take ball of the glove and moving their feet to turn perpendicular to the target 

b. Front shoulder, front elbow, side of front hip and front toe all pointing towards target 

5. Throw the ball 

a. Accelerate the baseball from behind the shoulder and release the ball towards the target 

b. Two primary throwing fingers should stay on top and behind the ball 

6. Follow Through 

Specific Ground ball drills 
Always work on Perfect groundballs. Talk about not being afraid of the baseball.  

1. Shadow fielding 

a. Break down the mechanics above into specific phases and building up the complete skill 

2. Stationary Fielding Position 

a. Softly roll balls at fielder and encourage to stay in front of the ball, field it and throw to coach at a base 

3. Fielding to Power Position 

4. Field with hat in mouth – works on getting glove further out front to be able to see fielding the baseball 

5. Skateboard power position 

a. Player start with ball in glove in good fielding position.  

b. When you say “jump on the skateboard”, player transitions their feet towards target and transitions ball 

to hand and ends up in power position ready to throw 

6. Roll or softly hit ground balls to the glove side and encourage players to move their feet to get in front of 

baseball 

7. Roll or softly hit ground balls to the throwing side and encourage players to move their feet to get in front of 

baseball 

8. Triangle drill 

a. Make a small triangle with cones or some other objects 

b. Player start behind the triangle 

c. Coach rolls or softly hits balls to the triangle and player needs to charge to the field position and field 

ball in front of cones 



9. Short hops 

10. Fly ball drill – start to incorporate fly balls in the infield 

Force Outs at 1B 
First Base is a critical defensive component when it comes to developing a competitive team. It is critical to spend 

practice time with children to educate them on the vital skills for first base. Having a good first baseman makes everyone 

in the infield better.  

Skill Progression at First base to catch a ball for a force out 
1. Footwork at the base 

a. Move quickly to the base when the ball is hit in the infield 

b. Place both heels on the side of the base parallel to the foul line and square body to the person throwing 

2. Stretch for the ball 

a. Player should wait and see whether the throw is on target before committing to stretch to catch the ball 

b. Stride with their glove-side foot to meet the baseball 

c. Keep throwing side foot on the side of the base 

d. If throw is off target, first baseman should abandon the base to stop the ball 

e. After stopping the ball, should attempt to tag the base runner if they have not yet reached first base 

3. Footwork on Poor Throws 

a. First baseman should be taught how to adjust their feet on the base 

b. To receive a throw to the right field side of the base, shift both heels to the outfield side 

c. To receive a throw to the home plate side of the base, shift both heels to the infield side 

4. Picking the Ball 

a. Picking or digging an errant throw is the most difficult catch to teach a first baseman 

Specific First Base Drills 
1. Stationary receiving position 

a. Start with both heels on the base 

b. Make simple throws and direct player to stretch directly to the ball to make the catch 

c. Vary your position around the field to work on stretching towards different positions 

2. Focus on the base 

a. Start player at the 1B position, about 5-10 feet away from the base 

b. On command, run to first base and get setup to receive baseball 

3. Unassisted Outs 

a. Hit or roll slow ground balls, field and run and touch first base 

4. Errant throws and tag 

a. Make random bad throws to the base so fielders learn to come off base to stop the throw from getting 

past them 

b. Try and stop ball and get back to base for force out or tag the runner 

5. Semicircle receiving and picks 

a. Two players and a coach get 20 feet away from 1B with a ball in their glove – forming a semicircle 

around the base 

b. Each fielder should be in general direction of an infield position 

c. All feeders alternate throwing the ball to the 1B who implements correct footwork 

d. 1B then throws ball back to the person who made the feed 

e. Begin with throws in the air, then proceed to throws in the dirt 

6. Hit ground balls to infield and make throws to 1B 



Double Plays 
Should introduce at probably 8U age group or higher 

Skill progression for executing Double Plays in the Middle Infield 
1. Shortcut Flip: Feed 

a. Basic double play feed made by shortstop to second basemen 

b. SS charge ground ball and get into good fielding position 

c. Player should “flip, flip, flip” to let second basemen know the ball will be delivered underhand 

2. Separation 

a. Field ball with both hands working together to quickly separate the ball from the glove 

3. Delivery 

a. Stay low to the ground 

b. Make either flip or throw to 2B 

4. Follow 

a. Once feed released to 2B, SS should maintain momentum towards 2B 

5. 2B Left Foot On/Off: Pivot 

a. When ball hit to left side of the infield, 2B hustle to second base to be ready for the double play feed 

b. Widen legs, right foot should be positioned next to back corner of the base, left foot should be on the 

base 

c. Body squared to the SS or 3B in athletic position, glove open and throwing hand close by 

6. Power Position and Throw 

a. Once second baseman receives feed, remove left foot from the base, plant back foot and create good 

power position 

7. Second Baseman Flip: Feed 

a. Same as SS flip above 

8. Shortstop Turn: Pivot 

a. Basic double play pivot when ball is hit to the right side of the infield 

b. SS move quickly to second base and ready for double play feed 

c. As approach base, raise glove, widen legs and square body to feeder 

d. Glove open and feet near back corner of the base with throwing hand close to glove 

9. Bag Swipe 

a. When SS recognizes the feed is on target, step to the ball with their left foot while reaching out to 

receive baseball 

b. Simultaneously right foot should drag or swipe across back of base 

10. Power Position and Throw to 1B 

Specific Double Play Drills 
1. Box Feeds 

a. Coach creates square of middle infielders placing bases 15 ft apart 

b. Focus on the flip feed or either SS or 2B 

c. Fielder make a flip feed to the base to his left to simulate a shortstop feed, then to the base to his right 

to simulate a 2B flip feed 

d. The partner at the base catches the ball, that player continues the pattern of the drill by getting into 

field position and making the next flip feed 

2. Box Pivots 

a. Create square placing bases 15-20 ft apart 

b. Focus individually on either SS pivot or 2B pivot – all players perform the same pivot 

c. One player starts with the ball in their glove at the base 

d. Player to the left either is ready for a 2B pivot with left foot on base or ready for swipe pivot  



e. Player with the ball throws to player on the left who executes the pivot and finishes simulated throw to 

1B 

f. That player then executes drill again, throws to player to the left who executes pivot and simulates 

throw to 1B 

3. Dry flip feeds 

4. Dry pivots 

5. Rolled flip feeds 

6. Controlled pivots  

a. Coach throws feeds and player works on pivots 

b. Can simulate throw, actually make throw or throw to screen 
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